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INTRODUCTION
2.
My main objective in the choice of a topic was to
gain as much knowledge as possible of the ceramic field, tech
nically as well as aesthetically.
I simply built my thesis topic, "Ceramic Hibachis and
Serving Dishes", to achieve this objective. I wished to become
involved in formulating clay bodies and glazes as well as in
building techniques and design aspects.
This I felt I needed personally in the way of develop
ment as a beginning potter. I felt too, that I should use to
the best advantage the facilities and resources that were avail
able to me. Perhaps never again may the opportunity present
itself.
To say that Frans was delighted by my choice would
definitely be a gross exaggeration. Despite his subtle disap
proval, I stuck with it.
In my own mind I feel there should be some sort of
harmony between the technical and aesthetic, at least in the
beginning. Personally, both were important to me-
My goals of the project were then to search for and
develop a clay of high thermal -shock resistance to form the hi
bachis and serving dishes. The clay body had to be able to ab
sorb the intense heat of charcoal or gas flame without cracking.
Naturally, along with this, useable and suitable glazes for
the utilitarian ware were to be developed.
The hibachis, because they would not be refined or
mechanical, would be hand built. I would therefore employ
building techniques such as coil and slab, with which I was not
familiar. For the cooking ware I would employ the wheel throw
ing technique, hoping to improve my capabilities in this tech
nique.
Aesthetically, I wished first to design forms and
combinations of forms that could function as hibachis, or cook
ing stoves, that in some way would become more than hibachis.
Second, I wished to develop a simple, straight-forward utili
tarian ware, trying not to have it become too polished.
Naturally, all phases of the thesis project investi
gation were correlated. Progress in the hibachis and serving
dishes was simultaneous, and dependent upon the development of
the clay body and glazes. However, to facilitate reading and
writing, separate organization and presentation of the four in
dividual areas are essential.
HIBACHIS
Ceramic hibachis are not new by any means. The
Japanese and Mexicans have made and used them for years, both
for cooking and as a source of heat. Contemporary American so
ciety also has hibachis. The outdoor cooking cult of our so
ciety is quite popular. Unlike those o*f the Japanese and Mexi
cans, however, our hibachis are made from the symbol of America
steel. Perhaps this steel is the most logical material, for
there is no need to worry about expansion and cracking. They
will eventually rust out, though. The production models on the
market are quite sterile and unimaginative, having only round
or rectangular grill surfaces. Beyond this, barbecue grills
are cold and calculated with no feelings for the surroundings.
It was my intent to develop one of a kind hibachis; I saw no
need to be restricted to the rectangle or circle.
My feelings are that the hibachis should be rugged
looking, something that has grown out of the ground, not po
lished or painted. Earthy, I guess, if one word is to explain
them. To me, clay was just the material. By using clay, an
infinite variety of shapes would be possible.
The first attempts were exploratory. I tried various
building techniques which might be compatible with my concepts.
The coil and slab techniques were chiefly used, varying the
size of coils and slabs.
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As these embryos were beginning to grow, there were
only two design limitations or considerations of which I was
aware: 1) air flow, and 2) grill area.
From past outdoor cooking experiences, I knew a draft
was essential; it helped start the fire and also keep it burning
Some kind of opening on the bottom or near the bottom would be
necessary, especially if a large pan or casserole was to be
used on the grill surface. These openings were easy to incor
porate into the design. For example, in the slab construction
a small slab could be left out, leaving an open or negative
area. The cooking surface of the grill was not a major problem;
I considered it only in that it needed to relate to the whole
form.
I found two simple techniques quite suitable for
building forms. The first came from wedging the clay and cut
ting it with a wire into slices like a loaf of bread. The in
dividual pieces were thrown down with another thrown on top of
it, then another and so on until the desired height was achieved
It was fast and the outside texture of the slabs was quite
rough and similar to slate formation of open cliffs, a pleasing
quality for the earthy idea of hibachis (figures 11 and 13).
Once the pile became leather hard on the outside, it could
easily be turned over and hollowed out.
The second method was simply the slamming and rolling
of the clay on the floor. This came about when another student
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found three good sized lumps of clay that he could not use.
They were quite stiff, so that they could not be thrown on the
wheel or used for slabs or coils. It was a cone-five body with
a large percentage of Barnard Clay, plus Manganese Dioxide to
make it black in oxidation. (The composition is included in the
clay body chapter.) It could not be thrown into the stoneware
scrap barrel. So, not believing in waste, I took the clay.
I slammed them and rolled them into suitable forms.
Before joining them together, I cut open the piece that was to
be the bottom and hollowed it out. I then stuck it together,
placed the other two on top, joining them together as best I
could. The final product was similar to piled stones--a very
pleasant solution (figure 7). The black body, when fired to
cone-five oxidation in the electric kiln, was found to be
suitable, fitting my concept of hibachis. It was dark brown to
black in color. I took out some of the Manganese Dioxide, and
although it was still dark, it now was more brown than black.
To recover the black, it was necessary to fire it in a reducing
atmosphere in the gas kiln.
I felt that, while still working on a suitable heat-
resistant body to withstand the thermal -shock, I should use
this cone-five body. I began building the hibachis then with
this cone-five clay body, with the idea that a heat-resistant
body could be used for an insert or pan to hold the charcoal.
As it turned out, I continued working with the black clay ex-
cl usi vely .
Frans at this point recommended that I "get
hot"
and
straighten out my thinking. He had in mind using one technique
and exploring one style, and it was decided upon to build box
or cube forms using the slab technique.
It was also at this point that another design con-1
sideration was introduced that proved to be a real thorn in my
side for some time. The problem was the need to move or adjust
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the relationship between the heat and the food. This meant the
pan holding the charcoal had to move, or the grill had to be
able to be raised or lowered. From this point on in my construc
tion, I designed around it. It became a very conscious thing.
It became too important and interferred with the hibachi con
cept as a whole. I believe one has to be very careful of what
considerations direct his thinking. There is no doubt that it
would have been desirable to have the pan or grill move, but
not necessary.
Perhaps the method of construction also played
somewhat of a role, for now I was building from large, rectangu
lar slabs. The square box forms that I was making in no way
excited me. They were unlike clay to my thinking and unlike my
concept of hibachis. Clay, being a flexible material, is meant
to bend and twist; and I found that it does not matter how hard
one tries, it cannot be made straight.
During this trying and frustrating period, I played
with the idea of a small door to control the air flow. I tried
a number of methods and found them all very fragile. The first
one I tried was a real bust. It had to slide between two slab
slots, but it warped in the firing and stuck, no longer working
A flap-like device worked well, but the hinges were fragile and
would be susceptible to breaking. Perhaps the best solution
was one that was supported by a metal rod that went up through
the center of the door. (See figures 9 and 10.)
After some thinking concerning the direction in which
I was headed, I decided to give up the large slabs and the box
forms. I began using a cardboard cylinder as a support for the
clay. Wrapping the cylinder with newspaper prevented the clay
from sticking to it. I was able to build with the clay in a
very flexible state and did not have to let it stiffen as in
the large slab technique. Surface treatment was naturally
achieved where the pieces were joined. I was now using small
slabs in conjunction with various-sized coils. More important,
I gave up the idea of trying to design the hibachis with a
moveable grill or insert. The subsequent groups of hibachis
were much more successful (figures 5 and 6).
Throughout the search it was difficult to have the
whole unit work. The integration of feet and handles was
naturally important and particularly difficult. They should be
a part without being obvious. In discussions about the pro
gress of my work, I always found varied and conflicting opinion,
In the end a piece has to be done to satisfy the maker's
feel ings .
10.
Grills and Pans
Grills and pans had to be made individually to fit
the specific demand of each hibachi. I made all of the pans
from the number nine clay body (found in chapter three). Most
of the pans were wheel thrown, and in a way this was a blessing
because this clay composition would crack and split apart by
using hand building techniques. In the hibachis I put tabs,
usually three, to support the charcoal pan. In the pans them
selves, I cut some holes for ventilation and air flow to sup
port the fire.
I had help with the grills. A fellow student, with
blacksmith and welder experience, was of great assistance. We
used 3/16 inch welding rods that he textured, eliminating the
smooth surface of the rods. I then designed the grills and cut
the individual pieces, making them ready to be welded together.
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SERVING DISHES
18,
Cooking meat on an hibachi or grill not only is more
satisfying for its flavor but for the whole, involved ritual.
By barbecuing and constantly watching the fire, making sure that
it is at just the right temperature, the cook becomes an artist
in a sense. With this idea in mind, I wanted to create cooking
ware or utensils that could be used on the hibachis, thereby-
opening up a variety of new types of dishes that could be used
for serving after cooking. Among the utensils I thought could
be used were casseroles, sauce pans, frying pans, platters, and
for after the meal, teapots and carafes.
The functional ware I will discuss in three groups:
1) casseroles and sauce pans, 2) frying pans and platters, and
3) teapots and carafes. Before I do, though, I want first to
comment on the handles and knobs for all the pots.
In experimenting with the design of handles and knobs,
I tried various methods, naturally pulling them in the normal
way. Beyond this, I tried slabs that could be rolled or
twisted and coils that would be twisted like a pig's tail.
Figures 2 and 3 show the results. There were also sculptured
handles that were pulled and carved to achieve desired results.
In an attempt to find various ways, I made the mistake of trying
more than one on the same pot, with unsatisfactory results. I
soon found that, from the aesthetic standpoint, there must be a
19
continuity. Personally, I found it difficult to keep this
consistently throughout the individual pots.
Technically, I found the clay difficult to control
for applying handles and knobs. In discussion with other pot
ters using flameware bodies similar to mine, I found they were
experiencing the same difficulty.
I tried the usual clay-water slip, vinegar and clay-
water slip, and just vinegar; all with little success. The
handles and knobs still developed small cracks where they were
attached. Sometimes the handles would completely pull away
from the body of the pot. The crack, sometimes with heavy
glaze application, would fill up; but in most cases the crack
continued to show.
It was not until late in the year, while making the
frying pans and teapots, that I began to overcome this problem.
There were always one or two, however, that developed cracks.
It was a process of "mothering" them and could be a real prob
lem to the production potter. I found it was very important to
put the handles, spouts and knobs on immediately after the
thrown pieces were able to be handled. The leather hard state
of the clay was very short-lived. It has always been true with
stoneware and earthenware that the two pieces being attached
sould be at the same relative state in drying. That is true
here; however, I believe the flameware clay is a little more
temperamental .
20.
Casseroles
My first casseroles were made from a stoneware body.
Never having made casseroles, I was always happy when the lids
fit fairly closely. I tried, in these first designs, to make
them without knobs or handles because of the difficulty involved
in making them work with the pot. In throwing the body of the
casserole, I left extra clay in the middle to form a ridge
around the pot for lifting and carrying. The lid overlapped
and could be lifted by the rim, therefore eliminating a knob on
top (figure 5).
This I decided was sidestepping the issue, and one
cannot learn when he does not experience. When I finally did
begin using a clay composition that was heat resistant, I began
making small sauce pans. I found the clay difficult to control
in throwing and needed to adjust to it. It was very smooth and
without
"tooth"
as compared to the stoneware body I had been using
The sauce pans were not outstanding, but good enough to serve
as glaze testing pots. My attitude that not every pot was
precious helped. I was not afraid to try anything, either in
the way of applying handles and knobs, or in glazing. In this
approach many pots are spoiled, to be sure, but also informa
tion is learned in the way of what not to do. One learns by
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his mistakes as well as by his successes. I felt, too, that a
conservative approach was not what I needed at this point. One
could always come back to a more restrained method.
I went back to casseroles, concentrating on making
extra large ones, the kind necessary for a large family. Being
able to throw them on the wheel and controlling the shape, gave
me quite a bit of pleasure and confidence in my throwing ability.
The happiest solutions were the ones with the bat wing sculp
tured handles. They fit the form and, surprisingly, felt good
in the hands (figures 7 and 12).
I did have a minor problem with sagging, particularly
lids, and in one case, the corner of a large casserole. The
lids drooped in many of the early pots, not badly, but just
enough to be noticed. Thereafter, I was a little "gun shy"
and tended to leave them on the heavy side. In the case of
corner sagging, it was a combination of trimming the bottom too
much and having a heavy lid.
22
Frying Pans and Platters
The thought of being able to bring the frying pan or
cooking platter right to the table intrigues me. I would think
it very useful. My frying pans and platters were designed with
this in mind.
In making the pan, which was quite simply done on the
wheel, I found the handles difficult, not only physically, but
more importantly, aesthetically. It was difficult to make them
look strong enough to fit the size; of the pans. I found that
making the handle taper from the side of the pan with the single
handle was more satisfactory than beginning abruptly at the pan.
I pulled a handle part way and cut it from the large lump that
was used to pull handles. I then split the end by squeezing it
and pulled it out like rabbit ears. I let it stiffen somewhat
and then finished pulling the end out to the desired length
(figure 18).
The flameware clay I was using lacked wet strength
and was difficult for pulling handles. I found it best not to
finish the handle once it was attached, but to let it stiffen,
sometimes overnight, in the damp box and finish it the next day.
A debate that came about among students regarding the
pans was whether or not they needed a spout for pouring. Should
23.
they have one, two, or none at all? This debate raged for some
time, coming to no satisfactory conclusion other than, again,
it is personal taste.
In makinq the platters I tried some that were hand
built as well as wheel thrown. Doing platters on the wheel,
once the technique is mastered, is personally not very exciting.
Many can be done in a short time and when they collect on tables
and in storage cabinets, it looks quite impressive. The decora
tion of them is what makes them rise from mediocrity to success.
Hand building rather than wheel throwing is more challenging
and useful as a learning experience. A greater variety in
treatment and form can be achieved. I found that even when
using a plaster mold, more solutions are achieved.
In the construction of the hand built platters, I
found that because of the clay's reluctance to be pieced to
gether, it is best to use as large a slab as possible. The plat
ters that I did by lapping pieces of slabs and coils together
had a tendency to split apart, leaving large cracks. This did
not usually happen until the glaze firing.
Decoration on the platters was done gleefully and
chiefly by using the wax-resist method. I often used three or
four glazes on one piece with iron oxide and cobalt oxide on
top of the glazes. On some, I even began scraping away some
of the glaze leaving the exposed body. Wild and fascinating
24,
effects were achieved. The most satisfactory results, I
believe, were those done with light colored glazes. There has
been a tendency among contemporary potters to favor the dark,
earthy colors achieved with the high temperature of stoneware
firing. I too approve of them; however, it does become boring
to see only these dark pots. I was happy to produce some
bright and lively pots.
25
Teapots and Carafes
Two other items that I produced, but only on a
limited scale, were teapots and coffee warmers. I made a
number of them, adhering to a basic desig,n for each. The
pots, in order to be used on the stove or the hibachis, should
have a wide bottom for as much heating surface as possible.
Infinite varieties of teapots have already been
conceived and although mine were by no means flashy or unique,
they did seem to function well enough and would serve the pur
pose. I enjoyed glazing them, and although it has been said
that glazing cannot make a pot, there were a couple of the
group of which glazing did make this difference.
I had the wild idea that these teapots had an
advantage, in that the water could be boiled right in the pot,
eliminating one step in the process of making it. I was quickly
renounced for this idea by the traditional tea makers in the
shop. This was definitely a dastardly sin to those tea lovers.
The coffee pots were not as successful compared
with the teapots. The two most satisfactory were the ones
without spouts. Only a subtle lip was made, indicating the
direction for pouring. The handle came up over the top for
carrying and pouring. On the back was a little loop that one
26
could hold for tipping and pouring. They could also be used
for wine or tea.
For some reason, they were much more serious in
character than the teapots. In making the teapots, a playful
or carefree attitude is accepted, and people looking at the
work enjoy the frivolity of the teapot, people respond to the
most unusual teapots. It seems strange, and if anything, it
should be the opposite, with tea the more traditional and pure,
while coffee drinking is without ritual and is more casual.
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CLAY BODIES
41
I did not have to start cold in developing a clay
body that would be able to withstand the intense heat of char
coal and still be of a workable quality. A student who
graduated a year ago was working on this problem, and I did
discuss with him his developments and the materials that he
had explored. Another student a few years ago had done some
experimentation in this direction also. Both had used, in
their clay formulas, a percentage of petalite or talc, and some
times both. What was important was how much. Petalite and talc
are materials which have a low expansion and are of high thermal-
shock resistance. This was a necessary characteristic. Hobart
gave me a Foote Petalite Bulletin to read; naturally the bul
letin recommended the use of petalite.
"Bodies of 30% or higher in petalite have a mean
linear thermal expansion less than cordierite bodies and they
have an outstanding advantage over cordierite bodies, mainly
thermal-shock." A cordierite body is one that is dependent
on a MgO, A1203 and Si02 eutectic. This meant the lithium
bearing petalite would be better than the MgO, SiOp bearing
talc, at least according to Foote. It was good enough for me,
^oote Bulletin #301, Technical Data: Petalite (Philadelphia:
Foote Mineral Company, May 1957), p. 2.
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and I decided to stick with the petalite material. The
bulletin also suggested that the clay body should be free of
impurities, as essential maximum refractoriness is desired.
They mention grog, talc and dolomite. From this information I
formulated two bodies and tested the bodies in a downdraft kiln
to cone-nine in a reduction atmosphere. The two were:
Body Number One:
40 Petalite
20 Kentucky "Special" Ball
20 E. P. Kaolin
20 #6 Kentucky Fire Clay
Body Number Two
40 Petalite
15 Tennessee Ball #5
15 Kentucky
"Special" Ball
20 Goldart
10 E. P. Kaolin
I began with the petalite quite high. Thinking that
the petalite would not be plastic, I added other clays of high
plastic quality. The number two composition is essentially dif
ferent in the type of fire clay used. I mixed both compositions
into batches of ten pounds. After letting the clay age for a
day and then wedging, I made two small bowls for testing.
(This procedure I was to follow in all of the subsequent clay
43.
body testing.) I discovered both to be highly plastic. The
number one body was very smooth in texture and fired to a pale
white, even in reduction. To it, I applied a stoneware glaze.
After boiling water in this dish for about five minutes, it
developed a crack.
The number two body with Goldart was much denser in
character. It threw well and did not seem as plastic as the
number one body and its color was much warmer and more satis
factory. I also applied a stoneware glaze to this bowl. It
worked fine with boiling water in it over the flame of a stove
and did not crack. It did crack, however, when I burned char
coal in it.
From the results of these first tests, the Goldart
composition was more suitable than the number six Kentucky
Fire Clay composition.
In the next two tests I tried lowering the plasticity
by substituting A. P. Green Fire Clay for the Kentucky
"Special"
Ball. I was curious to see how low I could go with the petalite,
so I reduced and made a third and fourth composition:
Body Number Three
40 Petalite
20 Goldart
20 Tennessee Ball #5
10 E.P. Kaolin
10 A. P. Green Fire Clay
44,
Body Number Four:
30 Petalite
15 Tennessee Ball #5
15 Kentucky "Special" Ball
25 Goldart
15 E. P. Kaolin
The number three composition threw well, was plastic
enough and showed good color with the addition of the A. P.
Green Fire Clay. I did, however, leave the small dish unglazed;
and when I tried boiling water, it absorbed the water, indi
cating that it was not vitrified. (See page 51.) It did not
crack over the flame, nor when I tried burning charcoal in it.
The number four body with the reduced petalite,
cracked when used in the boiling water test. Thirty parts
petalite was too low in this clay composition.
Going back to the number two body, I made a small
bowl to test the idea of using a metal or clay disk to hold the
charcoal. In the bowl I punched three holes at the same level
near the bottom. The clay raised inside from the punching
action would support the disc. I tried first the metal disc
and filled the bowl with burning charcoal. It worked well. I
then tried the clay ring; this also was satisfactory. I tried
burning the charcoal in just the pot alone, and this worked.
Needless to say, I was pleased. However, while this pot was
still burning charcoal, I tried setting one of the other pots
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on its rim. It cracked from the rim to one of the air holes.
At least I had some limited success and thought I was close to
a solution.
In further experimenting with this number two body,
I made a platter about 10 inches wide and a small casserole.
The platter was fired with an extremely matt glaze that I ap
plied too thickly. It came out of the kiln with a 1/16 of an
inch split in the glaze. The body did not appear to be af
fected. In testing it at home on the gas stove, it would not
break. To the small casserole, I applied two of the glazes
that I was developing. In testing it in the normal manner,
there was no cracking. Everything was going along fine.
It was at this time that I had a discussion with
Bill Sax, a former student and now a production potter, who
was using a flameware composition for his pottery. I was sur
prised to hear that he was using only a combination of petalite
and A. P. Green Fire Clay.
From my limited success and from the discussion, I
decided to simplify the number two body composition and also
try to improve the color by replacing the Tennessee Ball and
the E. P. Kaolin with fire clay. The added fire clay I felt
would also make it more shock resistant. The composition of
the number five body was:
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Body Number Five:
35 Petalite
55 Goldart
10 Kentucky "Special" Ball
I felt that perhaps I did not need the Kentucky Ball
as part of the composition, but kept it in because Hobart felt
it would give the ware added dry strength. At the same time,
three ingredients are better than two in helping the clay body's
workable qualities.
In testing this body in the usual manner, it did not
crack. Plasticity was excellent and its throwing quality was
satisfactory. The color in cone-nine reduction was extremely
good, a toast brown tone. I mixed this body in hundred pound
batches thereafter, always by hand. It did not seem necessary
to use the pug mill.
Working exclusively with this body for my sauce pans
and casseroles, I found the color fluxuated from this good brown
tone to a light tan, depending on the amount of reduction. A
slight addition of A. P. Green here added a little grit to the
body and also helped the color in being more consistent. It
also made the mixing easier since the Goldart is delivered in
50 pound bags, and I did not have to open another bag for just
five pounds. The body I was then to use for the rest of the
time was now:
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Body Number Six
35 Petalite
50 Goldart
10 Kentucky "Special" Ball
5 A. P. Green
I stopped here with my experimentation because all
tests indicated that the body was functioning well. All of
the casseroles, sauce pans, frying pans and platters that I
tested on my stove at home worked well. Some of the sauce pans
and small casseroles my wife has been using continuously to cook
over the stove. Often times we have taken a pot off the stove
after it has cooled slightly and put it in the refrigerator.
The next day we are able to take it out of the refrigerator
and place it directly on the heat without having it crack.
It was at this point, when all the functional ware
was finished for my project, that two frying pans cracked. I
was cooking in one when, after it had been on the stove for an
hour, it split. I decided to see if it was a fluke and tested
another that I had. This one I heated over the flame for a
period of time and then poured cold water into it. The water
started to boil, no cracking. I then put in an ice cube. Again
nothing. I poured out the hot water and rinsed it in cold. I
set it on the stove to cool and it then began cracking.
48,
I was horrified to think that I had come this far
with a body that did not really work, and I could have kicked
myself for not carrying the body experiments further.
In discussing the circumstances surrounding these
failures, it was discovered that a faulty firing of the down-
draft kiln in which I had been firing my ware could be at fault.
This definitely clouded the issue.
Normal firing of this kiln would be to turn it on
at its lowest setting at four or five o'clock p.m. and let it
run all night in this manner. The next morning the temperature
is usually between
1600
and 1750. That day the kiln is
usually pushed gently to the desired temperature. In this par
ticular firing, which included the frying pans, it was noticed
that the right hand burner did not seem to be functioning
properly. Color at the right hand port indicated that its
temperature was quite a bit lower than the temperature of the
left hand port. It was also noted that the pyrometer read only
1200 in the
m rning--400-500less than normal. The kiln was
then pushed rapidly to achieve the cone-nine temperature.
Pushing the ware quickly through the critical area of silica
conversion at around
1200
could definitely reflect on the
ineffectiveness of the two frying pans.
I took some other frying pans home to test, with no
breakage. The number six body would work under normal use, but
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I felt a need to investigate and refine a clay body that would
be more satisfactory and stable.
Not having yet made the inserts or pans to hold the
charcoal in the hibachis, I decided to experiment further with
some clay compositions. I did so with the theory that A. P.
Green or N. A. Fire Clay was better than the Goldart.
Four clay compositions which I now mixed were:
Body Number Seven
40 Petalite
60 A. P. Green &*&'
Body Number Eight
40 Goldart
40 Petalite
20 N. A. Fire Clay
Body Number Nine:
40 Petalite
30 Goldart
30 A. P. Green
Body Number Ten
40 Petalite
60 A. P. Green
I tested these with the ice cube method. This
included heating the pot for five minutes over a full flame on
50.
the stove, then dropping in an ice cube. Only the number seven
body cracked, indicating perhaps that using Goldart alone was
not satisfactory. Because the number eight and nine bodies
worked all right, it was not necessary to drop the Goldart
completely. Further experimentation and refinement is now being
considered and carried on which will not be ready to include
in this report.
I feel that I should mention that at no time was cost
a consideration or an influence on my choice of materials.
This definitely could be a major consideration, however, for a
studio potter where cost is of the utmost importance. Keeping
the body relatively simple in composition, if possible, for
mixing and storage of clays might also influence the composi
tion.
The cone-five black body that I used for most of the
hibachis was:
Kentucky "Special Ball 25
Tennessee Ball #5 25
N. A. Fire Clay 13
Goldart 13
Barnard 25
Bentonite 2
Red Iron Oxide 2
Manganese Dioxide 2
Plas-
tici ty
RESULTS OF FLAMEWARE LABORATORY TESTS
Percent of
Shrinkage :
Percent of
Absorption
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Cone Cone Cone
Dry 04 5 9
Cone Cone Cone
04. 5 9
1. 31% 6
2. 30% 6
3. 24% 6
4. 27% 6
5. 25% 6
6. 6
7. 5
8. 5
9. 4
0. 4
1<D
8
11
10
10
12
14
13
12
11
12
10
20 13 6.4
10 10
14.4 11.1
16.6 15.5
24.0 17.1
13.6
19.0
19.0
8.8
13t0 10.0
4.0
2.8
10
17.0 15.1
17.5 13.1
5.3
5.5
3.8
2.0
2.0
2.8
5.2
2.5
GLAZES
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There were two possible approaches to finding
suitable glazes to fit the flameware body: 1) to take cone-
nine formulas that I already had and adjust them, or 2) formu
late my own recipes.
I decided it best to try my own formulating, and I
used the percentage batch rather than the empirical formula.
I thought that the batch formula approach would result in a
simplified recipe formula. As in the clay body tests, all glaze
testing was done in the downdraft kiln at cone nine in a reduc
tion atmosphere.
My first combination of glazes was nothing more than
a guess of what might work. The flameware body, because of the
high lithium content from the petalite material, had low co
efficient of expansion; therefore, it would need a material of
the same quality in the glaze. Materials that I had available
to use with this high lithium were petalite, spodtfnrene and
lithospar. Mainly I used petalite because it was already in
the clay body. My second choice was lithospar. For no particu
lar reason, I did not use spodumene.
In the early stages of the glaze development, there
was quite a bit of shivering. This meant that the proportion
of low-expansion elements (lithium and magnesium) was too high,
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and I needed to back up by introducing an amount of the higher
co-efficient elements (calcium, sodium, and potassium).
Three of the glazes that were working I took from
the batch recipe to their empirical formulas, and two very im
portant facts were discovered: 1) the silica content needed
to be high, and 2) the RO group was to be made up of at least
one-half of the fluxes of low co-efficient of expansion.
Reporting specifically on the individual glazes, I
listed my departure, or beginning composition, and then the
necessary additions to make the final working base.
Once the glazes proved fitting, I tried red iron
oxide, cobalt oxide, copper oxide, manganese dioxide and rutile
as colorants. I found the oxides worked better than the car
bonates, which did not dissolve in the glazes.
Glaze Number One
Petalite 80
Dolomite 20
This glaze fit well immediately with no crackling.
However, it was dry where it overlapped, and I added both
kaolin and flint to form more gloss
then:
Petalite 80
Dolomite 20
Kaolin 10
Flint 10
The successful base is
Semi -matt white
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In subsequent color tests, it was found that iron
worked well to give an off-white with green specks at a very
low percentage. I found the 1.5% addition most satisfactory.
Cobalt, medium blue, with its tendency toward purple; copper
and manganese gave an unexciting tan. Rutile was best also at
the lower percentage, and the base plus 2% rutile was a speckled
white glaze that I used frequently.
A line blend was tried and was fairly successful.
Besides the above mentioned colorants, I also used vanadium and
nickel oxide. The vanadium dried the glaze and the color was
poor. The nickel oxide gave an apple green. The iron-rutile
combination gave a toast brown.
Glaze Number Two:
I started here with the same combination of ingredients
Petalite 80 and Dolomite 20. I tried to solve the dryness of
this glaze by adding gerstly borate, which is a good glo,ss-
former and flux. It continued dry. With additions of whiting
it began blistering and crackling and was too fluid. I took
out some of the whiting and added a large percentage of flint
which stopped the crazing and changed the color from gray to
white. The successful base is then:
Petalite 80
Dolomite 20
Gerstly Borate 10
Flint 23
Frosty white matt
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With the colorant tests it was found that iron went
from light gray-green at 2% to a dark green-brown at 8%, with
some red iron crystals. Cobalt oxide was a light blue with
some pink at .5% to a dark pink on the purple side at 2.5%.
Copper was gray-green throughout the additions with some copper
red showing at the lower percentages. The effects of manganese
and rutile were nil, the same as in the number one test.
Glaze Number Three:
Petalite 50
Elbrook 50
This glaze also needed more gloss as it was quite dry.
Here I tried both gerstly borate and kaolin. It still continued
dry until the addition of flint, which solved the problem. It
is a semi-matt with a relatively good surface and a light tan
tone. The successful base is then:
Petalite
Elbrook
Flint
Kaol in
40
40
25
10
Tan semi-matt
Gerstly borate 20
With the addition of colorants, iron went from green
brown at 1% to red-brown at 4%. There was good iron crystali-
zation in all tests. Cobalt was dark blue at .5% to midnight
blue at 2.5%. Copper tended toward red where thin and light
green in overlapped areas. Red disappears at the 2.0%-and-up
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additions. Rutile was gray-white in color at 1% and yellow-
brown at 8%. Manganese reacted similarly to the rutile at
the lower percentage, but went to mottled red-brown at 3%.
Glaze Number Four:
Lithospar 80
Talc 20
*
This combination was under compression and shivering.
Both dolomite and Clinchfield feldspar were used to introduce
oxides of high co-efficient' of expansion to reduce the shiver
ing. It continued to shiver until the lithospar was lowered and
then it developed a craze. This craze was eliminated with the
addition of kaolin. The successful base is then:
Lithospar 30
Clinchfield 35
Talc 15 Semi-matt with gray color
Dolomite 10
Kaolin 35
Color tests found that iron produced medium brown.
Cobalt was fairly good, going from a medium blue to dark blue
leaning toward purple. Copper showed no sign of red and was
gray-green in color without much change from low to high addi
tions. Rutile was dark olive-green at low percentages, going
gray-green at the high percentage. I did not try manganese
dioxide in the glaze.
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Glaze Number Five:
Lithospar 80
Talc 10
Barium carbonate 10
This glaze was similar in composition to glaze
number four. To make this glaze work, further additions of
barium carbonate were necessary. The glaze fit, but was also
dry and was quite frosty where it overlapped. Addition of
kaolin solved this problem. The successful base is then:
Lithospar 80
Talc 10
Barium carbonate 2.5
Kaolin 42
Egg shell matt
Iron was unexciting, going from medium yellow-brown
to dark brown with no crystal i zation . Cobalt oxide was blue
and tended to be muddied. Copper oxide was gray-brown to dark
brown. Manganese was similar but brown, and the 6% addition
was a dark yellow-brown and mottled. Rutile was good at the
5% addition, going from yellow-brown where thin to a yellow-
green where thick.
Glaze Number Six:
Lithospar 75
Talc 10
Dolomite 10
This glaze was a problem. It was shivering at first,
and whiting was added introducing calcium to the R0 group. It
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continued crackling and became quite fluid. Additions of
kaolin here uniformed the surface but did not change what was
now, for sure, an honest-to-goodness craze. To solve the
crazing problem, magnesium was substituted for calcium in the
form of more talc, replacing the whiting. This worked on small
test tiles, but at this writing no further tests have been run.
Glaze Number Seven:
This glaze was the only one that worked right away.
At the time I was pleased. It was a good semi-matt, off-white
in color.
Petalite 70
Talc 15
Albany Slip 15
In this case, I believe the Albany STtp helped in
making it fit. It also, however, was detrimental to the colorant
additions. Iron was the only one that worked fairly success
fully, and that had to be kept at a very low percentage. The
iron went from gray with undissolved iron specks at .5% to
gray-green with undissolved iron specks at 1.5%. Cobalt addi
tions made the color dark purple, and with additions went to
light pink on the purple side. Other colorant additions proved
to be failures.
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Glaze Number Eight:
Petalite 70
Kentucky "Special" Ball 20
Kaolin 10
This glaze was at first quite dry. Both clinchfield
and whiting were added to enlarge the R0. The surface was
wrinkly and gerstly borate was then added: It looked good,
but in testing it on a pot bubbles appeared below the surface.
Further adjustments of the gerstly borate solved this. The suc
cessful base is then:
Petalite 60
Kentucky
"Special" Ball 10 _ . ma + + -__*u +r Semi -matt, smooth
Kaol in
Clinchfield
Whiting
Gerstly Borate
20 tured, egg shell in color
20
20
16
Color tests were tried in the usual manner with no
results worth mentioning.
Glaze Number Nine:
Petalite 40
Kaolin 25
Dolomite 22
Whiting 4
This glaze was based on a stoneware matt glaze in
which I tried substituting petalite for feldspar. This glaze
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shivered from the beginning and is still shivering. Just about
everything has been tried at this point from adding clinchfield
feldspar, to taking out the petalite, and still it continues
to shiver.
It was then found that soda in the cryolite material
was attacking and eating into the body, causing it to chip off.
The glaze fit well without the cryolite, but lost its character,
Frit #283 was tried to put the soda back; it fit, but the color
was lost. Hobart suggested bone ash, whitetead, fluorspar and
lithium carbonate to bring back the color that was being pro
duced by the soda reacting to the body. At this writing, re
sults are unknown.
Glaze Number Ten:
Softwood ash 50
Talc 20
Whiting 15
Petalite 15
This was a glaze that I had working on stoneware clay
As in glaze number nine, I substituted petalite for the feld
spar to adjust it to the flameware body. It was crazing, and
additions of petalite were necessary to make it fit. The suc
cessful base, with further additions to correct a craze, was
then :
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Softwood ash 50
Talc 20
Whiting 15
Petalite 25
Tan gloss glaze
Color tests were generally all good, with iron and
cobalt again working well. Copper oxide, manganese dioxide
and rutile, though working, were not too exciting. I did a
line blend with this glaze, and I eventually used many of the
combinations on my pots.
The additions that worked best were iron, rutile,
copper oxide and manganese dioxide. There were two other
glazes that I worked on but dropped because they were too similar
in character to others that were more successful.
Two other glazes that I used were Rhodes 23 from
2
his book, Clay and Glazes for the Potter , and a slip glaze
recipe obtained from a student of a year ago. Formulas for these
are:
Rhodes Slip #23
Al bany 60
Cornwal 1 25
Red Iron 5
Whi ting 10
Slip Glaze:
Redart 50
Jordan 30
Whiting 30
Calcined Redart 10
2
Daniel Rhodes, Clay and Glazes for the Potter (Philadelphia
CrTTTtoir fcsoks), p. 211
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I also tried some leaf ash and slip combinations for
the experience. The leaf ash I got as a result of burning tree
leaves, and the slip I dug from a clay bed in a hillside in
southwestern New York State. The slip color alone was a red-
brown and fit the body. Various combinations of slip and ash
were tried without satisfactory results.
In starting with the glaze formulation in September,
1966, I had no idea that I would still not have some of the
glazes fitting in May, 1967.
I have come to the conclusion that it is not necessary
to have a long list of glazes. Two or three good bases that
take colorants well would certainly be sufficient. Glazing is
enough of a problem without making it more complicated and con
fusing. Keeping adequate notes on the glaze developments is
also essential. I learned this the hard way.
One other thing I should mention is that the flameware
body in a cone 08 bisque was quite porous and when the inside
glaze was applied, it soaked in very quickly. It therefore
seriously affected the outside glaze application, making it
very thin. Using a glaze that was thin on the inside of the
pot and a thick glaze on the outside, helped. I found that a
cone 04 bisque helped remedy this situation. Also in glazing,
the least bit of water that came in contact with the body be
fore glazing would cause the glaze to crawl. I lost a few pots
this way-
CONCLUSIONS
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From my experiences and observations, I believe one
learns as one would climb a mountainside. There are periods of
ascending and periods of leveling off, a plateau so to speak.
Then there is another move upward, never at a consistent pace,
but in spits and sputters. In retrospect of my thesis project,
I see a quick growth in the early stages. The experimentation
and playing with the ideas created a happy and meaningful time
as it was near the end. I developed a certain freedom toward
my work and perhaps more confidence in my abilities. This, for
me, was an important climb. The large leveling-off period came
right through the middle of the school year. The work went
slowly, and I was not very enthusiastic.
I found it difficult to sustain my energies and
interest in one project for a full year, particularly when
things did not seem to be going satisfactorily. I now believe
that I tried to cover too wide or broad an area. I spread my
self too thin. I would have been better off concentrating my
efforts on the hibachis, rather than including the serving
ware.
The project was more successful technically than
aesthetically. I did see though that near the end, as the
technical demands of the project were solved, the aesthetic
solutions became more satisfying.
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I believe now that I did succeed, for I have an
understanding of the materials, techniques and appreciation
of this world we call pottery. This, after all, was my real
goal .
67.
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